
WELKS 2010 

PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

The dogs coped well with a warm day. Overall some of the movement could have been better. Also 

breeders need to keep an eye on double dewclaws to make sure that they are strong and well 

attached.  

 

PD (2,1) 1 Shepherd & Cordon’s Gillandant The Illusionist at Avantgarde. Lovely small eyes, good 

pigment. Very little stop but would like to see more curvature in the skull. At that slightly awkward 

stage of growth where he is bum high. Front shoulders ok and correct hocks. On the day could have 

moved better. 

 

JD (3) To be honest this class could have very easily been placed in any order. 3 dogs, all with 

different qualities. 1 Shepherd & Cordon’s Gillandant The Illusionist at Avantgarde. 2 Wells’ Sketrick 

Lupo. Nice size boy with good expression and pigment. Needs more time to mature. 3 Tadd’s 

Kricarno Khoirboy. Another good sized youngster with good overall construction. Good pigment, I 

just preferred type of my 2nd placement. 

 

PGD (4,1) 1 Weir’s Shanlimore Lord George at Capyrmount. Won on overall package. Good 

pigmentation and eyes. Good rear and side profile, but a little too close on the front. 2 Meakin’s 

Jazanah Josephinite. Small eyes, good bone. I would prefer stronger dewclaws. Medium angulations 

front and rear. Okay movement. 3 Meakin’s Jazanah Jaunty. Litter brother to 2nd, with similar 

qualities. Just preferred 2nd on movement. Res Jones’ Gillandant Silent Whisper.  

 

LD (1) 1 Wells’ Sketrick Illustrious RBD. Well proportioned dog with good angulation front and rear. 

Would prefer darker pigment on nose, moved well.  

 

OD (1) 1 Waters’ Ch. Sketrick Gardian BD, BOB. Good type head with a small eye, but would prefer 

the eye colour to be a bit darker. Good pigment, excellent body and proportions. Best movement of 

the day especially on the front. Won Best Dog on Movement and overall appearance and coat.  

 

PB (1) 1 Ford’s Gillandant Cherie Amour at Desalazara BP. Nice bitch puppy with lovely head  and 

expression, skull is currently a little narrow but this is reflective of her age and should broaden with 



maturity, would prefer slightly darker pigment on lips. Movement ok. Won Best Puppy over the dog 

on head.  

 

JB (3,1) 1 Ford’s Gillandant Cherie Amour at Desalazara BP. 2 Weir’s Capyrmount Cinderella. Out of 

coat today. Didn’t have the expression of 1. Could do with more width and fill on the head.  

 

LB (2) 2 closely matched bitches, not surprised to see that they are litter sisters. 1 Flounders’ Sketrick 

Izzianette at Lakamoni BB. Well formed double dewclaws, best seen on day. Good condition. Very 

good expression, good eye shape. Preferred the head and expression to the RBB. 2 Waters’ Sketrick 

Innocence. Double dewclaws not as good as 1. Very good expression. Lost out on challange for RBB 

as moved well in the class, but lost the challenge as was reluctant to move a second time.  

 

OB (3,2) 1 Ford’s Gillandant Kiss and Tell at Desalazara RBB. Gentle expression, lips could be darker. 

Good bone, but lacking in angulation at the stifle. 
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